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“As we let our own light shine, we unconsciously  

give other people permission to do the same”  

-Marianne Williamson. 

T-Time Productions Presents Dr. Seuss’ 

 

Independence High School 

November 30th—December 2nd, 2012 
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SUMMARY 
Based on the book by the famous Dr. Seuss. Inside a snowflake ex-
ists the magical land of Whoville. In Whoville, live the Whos, a sort 
of munchkinlike people. All the Whos love Christmas, yet just out-
side of their beloved Whoville lives the Grinch. The Grinch is a nas-
ty creature that hates Christmas, and plots to steal it away from 
the Whos which he equally abhors. Yet a small child, Cindy Lou 

Who, decides to try befriend the Grinch.  

 

Directed by: Rebecca T Williams  

Compiled by: Brittany Anderson  

Revised by: Joy Lucente, Justin Alexander, and Rebecca T Williams 

Accompanied by: Tricia Wakefield 
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CAST LIST 

 

Grinch Narrator- Kit Bulla 

Who Narrator 1- Madi Mayfield 

Who Narrator 2- Joseph Kudratt 

Who Narrator 3- Stephen Murray 

Who Narrator 4- Madison Oliver 

Grinch- Matthew Keegan 

Cindy Lou Who- Karina Cleveland 

Lou Lou Who- Jason Thompson 

Betty Lou Who- Deanna Cunningham 

Martha May Whovier- Honor Leahy 

Mayor Augustus Maywho- Nyle Pierson 

Old Woman Who- Emily Gabhart 

Sleepy Girl Who- Alexa Haselden 

Store Clerk- Colton Bailey 

Whobris- Derek DiDomenico 

Who 1- Ali Techentin 

Who 2- Madi Gambill 

Who 3- Alyshia Wigant 

Max- Andrew Maguire 

 

The Whos 

Max Hanson, Jacob Hunnicutt, Nick Vivaronda, Rachel Westbrooks, Alex Ge-

selle, Kendall Reasons, Mykah Farren, Madison Moeller, Sophi Falcone, Made-

lyn Locke, Matilda Collins, Dani Basso, Alysa Tornio, Allie Spengler, Mo Kirk-

patrick, Lauren Mitchell, Kenzie Barnett, Taylor Garland 
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CREW 
 

(PAY ATTENTION TO THE BOYS AND GIRLS BEHIND THE CURTAIN) 
 

 

Stage Manager 

Cameron Luna 

 

Student Director 

Ashley VanMatre 

 

Set Designers—Joy and Dave Lucente  

 

Backstage Crew Whos 

Megan Roberts, Hannah Peterson, Payton King, Hayley Lucente,    

Josiah Mezera 

 

Lights and Sounds Crew Whos 

Adam Perez, Andres Ramirez, Ian Huber, Zeke Grim 

 

Costume Designer—Patty Huber  

Make Up and Costumes Crew Whos 

Caity Bosarge, Allie Bosarge, Katelyn Archibald, Ann Sowell,          

Emma Lucente, Sunshine Ponton, Jessica Pompa, Maggie Mezera  

 

House Crew Whos 

Megan Brown, Lydia Lay, Landon Meldrum, Kayleigh Luna,            

Rachel street, Christopher Collier 
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Meet Your Crew 
Cameron Luna (Stage Manager) is so grateful to be part of another awesome show for T-Time 

Productions! Cameron is a senior at IHS and has been involved in the theatre department since 

her freshmen year after working on props crew for “The Wizard of Oz” and since then she has 

been part of every show, including her favorite play, “The Crucible”, where she had the chance 

to stage manage the show. Cameron would first and foremost like to thank Mrs. TW for giving 

her all the amazing opportunities to work on these shows and putting up with her and to Brian 

Williams for being understanding. She would also like to thank Jason, Deanna, Mo, and Haley 

for being the greatest best friends every, Ashley VanMatre for putting up with her on the car 

rides home, Alysa Torino for being such a great “little sister”, and the rest of the cast and crew for all of their hard 

work put into the show. She hopes you all have a great time and enjoy this magical production.  

Ashley VanMatre (Student Director) is so super pumped to be a part of this production! Ashley is 

a senior at IHS and this is her fourth year working with the Independence Theatre Department. 

You may have seen her in “The Wizard of Oz” (Munchkin/ Ozian), “Beauty and the 

Beast” (Villager/ Plate/ Mob), “Bye Bye Birdie” (Fangirl), and most recently, “The Cruci-

ble” (Mercy Lewis). Ashley is somewhat sad to think that senior year will be over in a semester, 

but she couldn’t think of a better way to spend her dwindling high school days than working with 

a department whom she considers family. Ashley is so grateful for everything that has been given 

to her, but would especially like to thank her parents for putting up with her crazy schedule, Laura Pettit for be-

ing so supportive and keeping her sane, Cameron Luna for all of the rides home and awesome music taste, Mrs. 

TW for the awesome opportunity, and God for surrounding her with such wonderful and talented people. Now 

please enjoy this festive production; it’s sure to put you in the Christmas spirit. 
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Meet Your Cast 
Kit Bulla (Grinch Narrator) is a senior who is attending IHS for the first time. He transferred 

from Zion Christian Academy and has loved performing here. This is his first year with T-

Time Productions; however he has been on stage several times before. His passion for acting 

began when he performed as Captain Hook in “Peter Pan” five years ago. Since then, he has 

been a part of “The Wizard of Oz” (Scarecrow), “The Importance of Being Earnest 

(Alegernon), “The Mousetrap” (Major Metcalf), and “The Crucible” (John Proctor). He is 

happy to be a part of the Independence Theatre Program, and would like to thank Mrs. TW for the 

wonderful opportunity she provided. 

Madi Mayfield (Narrator One) is a junior at IHS and is extremely excited to be a narrator in 

“The Grinch”. This is her third year involved in the theatre department and has been in 

shows such as “Beauty and the Beast”, “Bye Bye Birdie”, and “You Can’t Take It With 

You”, and the one act festivals. She is pumped for this show and would like to thank her 

friends, family, and Mrs. TW.  

Joseph Kudratt (Narrator Two) is a senior here at IHS. This will be Joseph’s first main stage 

play, all though this is not his first time performing on the stage. Joseph has been featured in 

this year’s homecomings skits as the announcer/ narrator as well as Indy Night Live. Joseph 

would primarily like to thank the Lord Jesus Christ for this wonderful opportunity to be in 

this play. He would also like to thank all his friends and family for being a strong source of 

support. Joseph hopes that all who coming will enjoy the sleigh ride over Mt. Crumpit and 

into the bubbly city of Whoville. Fasten your seatbelts folks.  

Stephen Murray (Narrator Three) is a new addition to Independence theatre. He is a senior 

that is excited to take part in any and all productions. His past experience includes 

performances of “Godspell”, “The Wizard of Oz”, and now “The Grinch”! 

Madison Oliver (Narrator Four) is really pumped for this production. She says it’s been cute, 

quirky, and funny, and she has had lots of fun. She played Hopkins in the IHS production, 

“The Crucible”, and Mrs. Hannigan in the HMS production of “Annie”. She wants to thank 

her mom, sister, and friends for always supporting her. Finally, she wants to thank Mrs. TW 

for giving her this opportunity to be involved in theatre. 
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Karina Cleveland (Cindy Lou Who) is a sophomore at Independence High school and is very 

blessed and excited to be playing Cindy Lou Who in this year’s winter production, The 

Grinch. She was a part of last year’s production of “Bye Bye Birdie” and is looking forward 

to participating in “Hairspray”. She would like to thank God for giving her the ability to sing 

and to act. she would also like to thank her dad, mom, brother, and friends for always being 

there for her and for encouraging her to pursue her dreams. 

Jason Thompson (Lou Lou Who) is a senior at IHS and is happy to be working on another 

production on the IPAC stage. Jason has been seen in any productions since his freshman 

year starting with roles in “Wizard of Oz”, “Sabrina Fair” “Beauty and the Beast”, and 

“Father of the Bride”. He has also been seen in “Bye Bye Birdie” (Hugo Peabody), “You 

Can’t Take it With You” (Mr. Kirby), and most recently, “The Crucible” (Reverend John 

Hale). Jason would like to thank Mrs. TW for the role in such a great show, his family for 

being super supportive, Luna for not getting mad when he vandalizes her car, and all of you for coming to 

see the show. 

Deanna Cunningham (Betty Lou Who) is a senior at IHS and she is absolutely ecstatic to be 

a part of “The Grinch”. Christmas is her favorite day of the year, and could not imagine a 

better way to celebrate than to put on this classic Christmas special. Deanna has most 

recently been seen as Rebecca Nurse in “The Crucible”. Prior to that she has been Truvy 

Jones in “Steel Magnolias”, Alice in “Bye Bye Birdie”. Other productions include “The 

Wizard of Oz”, “Beauty and the Beast”, “Father of the Bride”, and various one-acts. Deanna 

had the opportunity to be Student Director for “You Can’t Take it With You”. She would like to thank you 

all for all coming to share the Christmas season, Mrs. TW for all the amazing opportunities, her family and 

friends for their love, support, and berry scented things. Now please, sit back, relax, and don’t let her forget 

the Who pudding! 

Matt Keegan (Grinch) is overjoyed to be in this show as The Grinch himself. Matt is a senior 

at IHS and has been involved in theatre for a few years. He has been in various shows such 

as “Beauty and the Beast” and “Bye Bye Birdie” as well as one-acts. Matt would like to 

thank Mrs. TW for allowing him to play this part, his friends and family, and Lauren Peluso 

for being an awesome girlfriend!  

Honor Leahy (Martha May Whovier) a senior, is enthralled to be a part of her 8th production 

here at IHS! She has been blessed with the amazing opportWHOnity (HA) to be work with 

such a fantastic cast and crew, yet again! Honor has previously been seen on the 

Independence stage as Mae Peterson in “Bye Bye Birdie” and Elizabeth Proctor in “The 

Crucible.” In her spare time, Honor enjoys serving as the co-president of the theatre 

department and reading Martha Stewart Living magazines.  She would like to thank the 

wonderful Mrs. BTW, the fabulous whos and crew whos, and that one guy named Taylor Sokoll. Most of 

all she would like to thank God for allowing her and her friends to use their talents on stage! So, sit back, 

relax, and enjoy the whobilation! 
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Nyle Pierson (Mayor Augustus Maywho) is a senior at Independence this year, and after 

three years of strong investment in the program, he’s awfully excited to get the ball rolling on 

his final year! Nyle plays the Mayor of Whoville this time round, and urges you to “welcome 

Christmas, while we stand, heart to heart, and hand in hand.” 

Emily Gabhart (Glorietta Boowho) is so excited to be a part of this happy and adorable 

play! She is a junior here at IHS and this will be her fourth main stage production in the 

IPAC. She was crew with “Beauty and the Beast” and was chorus in “Thoroughly Modern 

Millie”, “Les Miserables”, and “Bye Bye Birdie”.  

Alexa Haselden (Sleepyhead Who) is happy to be in this play. She was in the last play, “The 

Crucible.” She is a freshman and this will be her second play. She enjoys being involved in 

theatre and is looking forward to future shows. 

Colton Bailey (Mr. Farfinkle) is a sixteen year-old senior at Independence. This is his second 

main stage production and his is very glad to be a part of the theatre program. He joined 

theatre as a junior and has previously been in “Bye Bye Birdie” (Chorus), “Fantastic Mr. 

Fox” (Boggis), and Homecoming skits (Mermaid Man). Colton has loved every moment of 

putting on these incredible productions, and looks forward to future shows. He would like to 

thank his family for always supporting him in everything he does. Also, he would like to 

thank God for all of the gifts and opportunities he has given him. 

Derek DiDomenico (Whobris) is a senior at IHS! He has been involved with the theatre 

department for two years now and has had a great time. Derek has previously been seen in 

“Bye Bye Birdie” as Conrad Birdie and “The Crucible” as Francis Nurse. He has loved his 

time with the theatre department. He would like to thank Mrs. TW for putting up with him in 

class and during the shows, and his friends and family for all of their support. He hopes you 

all enjoy the show. 

Ali Techentin (Wholiana) is fifteen years old and in the 10th grade! She is super excited to 

play a Who this year and can’t wait to continue IHS theatre. She is involved at her church 

with leading worship and missions. She also writes songs, plays guitars, piano, as well as 

sings. Ali is happy to be a part of the show and hopes to be in more productions to come! 
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Alyshia Wigant (Lizzy May Who) is a sophomore at IHS and is really excited to be a part of 

“The Grinch”. Alyshia worked backstage crew for “The Crucible”. Alyshia would like to 

thank her friend, Megan Roberts, for telling her about T-Time Productions, her parents for 

supporting her to accomplish her goals and dreams, and Mrs. TW for this awesome 

opportunity. Alyshia hopes you enjoy the show! 

Andrew Maguire (Max) is a freshman in high school. There are a few people he wants to 

thank. First and foremost, he would like to thank God for the talents he has given him, 

second, Mrs. TW for graciously giving him this wonderful opportunity, and lastly, his family 

for all their support. This is Andrew’s first high school production and hopefully not the last! 

He hopes you all enjoy the show! 

 

Nick Vivaronda (Whotolemy Whonandez) is a freshman at IHS. He has been in 

homecoming skits this year to start out his career on the IPAC stage. But he is excited to be 

involved in other productions in the future. He would like to thank Mrs. TW for giving him 

the part and his mom for all the support.  

Max Hanson (Who) is a freshman at IHS. He is very excited about being in his second T-

Time Production. Max was previously seen on the IHS stage as Willard in “The Crucible”. 

He has an affinity for film acting but is excited to get his chance on the stage. He is very 

thankful towards Mrs. TW for giving him this chance also. He thanks his friends for their 

great support. 

Jacob Hunnicutt (Lou Junior Lou Who) is a freshman at IHS. This is Jacob’s first main 

stage show on IPAC stage! He was also seen in homecoming skits as a student, and is 

super excited to be part of such a fun show. He wants to thank Mrs. TW for the role and 

his family for their support. Enjoy the show! 

Madi Gambill (Dolly Blu Who) is a freshman at IHS and can't wait to give it her all in The 

Grinch as a Who! Other than crew for “The Crucible”, this is her first T-Time production to be a 

part of at Indy! She is loving theatre so far and can't wait for future productions. Madi would like 

to thank her parents for supporting her, her best friend, Mykah, for putting up with, pushing, and 

standing by her. Finally, she wants to thank God for blessing her with the opportunity to perform 

with a wonderful group of theatre kids and grow as a person in the process. 

Rachel Westbrooks (Bella Boo Who) is a junior here at Independence. She is very excited to 

be a part of another T-Time Production. She has previously been in “Beauty and the Beast” 

and “Bye Bye Birdie” here at IHS. She has also been in “Peter Pan”, “Joseph and the 

Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat”, “Tom Sawyer”, and “The Music Man.” She would like to 

thank Mrs. TW for giving her the opportunity to be in “The Grinch”, and to her friends and 

family for supporting her.  
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Alex Geselle (Lucy Lou Who) is a sophomore here at IHS. She is very thrilled to be a part of 

this wonderful opportunity. She is usually behind the curtains working with the props. She 

has done props for “Bye Bye Birdie”, “You Can’t Take it With You”, and “The Crucible”. 

She has appeared on the IHS stage once before in last year’s one-act festival in “Spoiler 

Alert” as Jill. She would like to thank God for being there for her always, her parents for 

cooperating with the whole thing, Mrs. TW for giving her the part, and all of her friends and 

family for giving the numerous rides home. Thank you all for coming and please enjoy the show! 

Kendall Reasons (Trixie Flou Who) is a senior this year and is so excited to be a part of 

another show with T-Time Productions. She has been a committed member of the theatre 

department since her freshmen year. She has been a part of shows like “Wizard of 

Oz” (Munchkin), “Beauty and the Beast” (Silly Girl), Steel Magnolias (Shelby), and most 

recently “The Crucible” (Abigail Williams). She is so proud of her fellow cast and crew 

members and is excited for everyone to see the show. She thanks Mrs. BT-Dubs for being a 

wonderful director and mentor, and of course she thanks Brian Billy Bob Brandon Williams for just being 

awesome! Now sit back, relax, and enjoy!  

Mykah Farren (Honey Boo Who) is a freshman at Independence and is absolutely thrilled to 

be a part of “The Grinch” as a Who. This is her first T-Time Production to perform in and 

can't wait for the many more to come. Mykah would like to thank one of her best friends, 

Madi, for being encouraging on a daily basis, her amazing parents for their support, and 

God for the blessing to perform and do what she loves while having the opportunity to be a 

light to others. She hopes you enjoy the show! 

Madison Moeller (Déjà Vu Who) is a freshman at IHS and she is super excited to be in “The 

Grinch”! She was in “The Crucible”, but now she is pumped to do a fun, Christmas type 

play! She cannot wait for the upcoming shows in her high school career. Madison would like 

to thank Mrs. TW for casting her in this play. She hopes that you can all have a great time 

and enjoy the show! 

Sophi Falcone (Shelley Mushu Who) is a freshman at IHS and is excited to experience her 

first T-Time Production. Previously, she played the orphan, July, in her middle school’s 

production of “Annie”. She also played a freezing student in Homecoming Skits. Sophi 

would like to thank her parents for allowing her to follow her dreams and Mrs. TW for 

letting freshman in. #FreshieLife #VoteForPedro #MadisonRocks 

Madelyn Locke (Whonelle Ruewho) is a freshman at Independence! Her previous 

experience includes a show called “Making Scenes” at Brentwood Middle School. She 

would like to thank her friends Matt, Zach, Chase, and Manon. But mostly she would like to 

thank her mom and friends Matilda and Corinne for supporting her the whole way through! 
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Matilda Collins (Whoever 21 Owner) is fifteen years old and it the ninth grade at IHS. She 

loves to listen to music, plan, and write. This is her first theatre experience. She would like to 

thank her closest friends Madelyn, Corinne, and Julia. She would also like to thank her mom, 

dad, and nanny! 

Dani Basso (Lindsy LoWho) is five feet of pure spunk. She is a junior here at this fine 

establishment called IHS. She had been in two main stage productions here, “Bye Birdie” 

and “The Crucible”. She was also in the one-act, “Gone Tomorrow”. She is whostatic to be a 

Who in this colorful production. She would to thank her mum and pop for birthing her, Mrs. 

TW for the role, and Corey Matthews for always showing her the right thing to do. Feliz 

Navidad and enjoy the show. #thegrinch #christmas #holidaycheer 

Alysa Torino (Ollie Lay Who) is a freshman here at Independence High School. This is only her 

second T-Time Production. She is so thankful that she is a part of the show and super excited 

for you to see it! Alysa was Tituba in “The Crucible” and hopes you love the Grinch as much as 

the last show! She would like to thank her parents for being so supportive of her and her 

stepmom for helping her realize what she would like to do in her high school years. A big 

thanks to Mrs. TW for being awesome, Luna for giving Alysa the honor of “her freshman” and 

to Honor, Deanna, and Kendall for being her theatre big sissys! She hopes you love the show!! 

Allie Spengler (Alliemagoo Who) is a junior here at IHS and is so excited to be a part of 

“The Grinch”! She was last seen on the Independence stage at Mary Warren in “The 

Crucible”. Her previous roles include Nancy in “Bye Bye Birdie” and Chip in “Beauty and 

the Beast”. Allie also has been a part of several main stage productions at the Boiler Room 

Theatre. Allie would like to thank her parents for all their love and support, Annette de la 

Torre for being a fabulous voice teacher, Mrs. BTW for giving her this great opportunity, 

and most of all, God.  

Mo Kirkpatrick (Allie Whober) is a senior here at Independence and is super-duper excited 

to be a part of yet another T-Time Production. This is her 12th production to be a part of, 

whether it was on stage or back, here at IHS. She was a munchkin/ozian in “Wizard of Oz”, 

a plate/old lady/ villager in “Beauty and the Beast”, a bridesmaid in “Father of the Bride”, 

Ursula in “Bye Bye Birdie”, lead or minor roles in one-acts, and backstage crew for all the 

other shows. Mo would like to thank her parents and siblings for all of their constant support 

these past four years, God for giving her these opportunities to let her talent shine and make people happy, 

Allie Huber for her lovely name and her crazy best friends: Deanna, Luna, and Alexa (especially Deanna 

for coming with her who-name!) OH! And she’d like to thank Mrs. B-DUBS for another chance to be on 

the IHS stage. Now she’d like to invite you to sit, relax, and possibly make a trip down to Toys R’ Who. :) 
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Lauren Mitchell (LaDasha WhoDat) is taking part of her second main stage performance. 

She was Rheba in “You Can’t Take it With You”, her first theatre performance. She is very 

happy to be acting as a Who in her second main stage production, “The Grinch”, which 

officially gives her enough points to become a Thespian. She’d like to thank Mrs. TW for 

encouraging her and Honor for finally bringing her into theatre. She hopes you enjoy the 

show and understand the real meaning of Christmas… vengeance! 

Kenzie Barnett (Sue Lay Who) is a freshman and is very excited to be in her second full-

length T-Time Production. You may have seen her as Betty Parris in “The Crucible” or Lily 

St. Regis in HMS’s production of “Annie Jr.” She was also Violet in a production of “Willy 

Wonka Jr.” and has been seen in many other productions. Kenzie is so happy to be in “The 

Grinch” because it is one of her favorite Christmas classics. She would like to thank her 

family for dealing with her hectic schedule, Mrs. TW for casting her in such a marvelous 

show, J Kelley Studios for all of their help through her performing, and God for blessing her with her love 

for theatre. Kenzie wants to let you know that if you’re a Grinchy person, take a break and enjoy this trip to 

a town called Whoville. 

Taylor Garland (Glitter Wholease) is a bubbly, enthusiastic sophomore here at Independence 

High School. She has been passionate about theatre since she was five years old, and it keeps 

growing although she was apart of make-up crew for “The Crucible”. This is her first time 

on the IHS stage. Taylor would like to thank her family and friends most of all for pushing 

her one step closer to her dreams. But most of all she would like to thank God for always 

helping her make the best choices. So sit back, relax, and enjoy “The Grinch”! 
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Special Thanks  

to those we couldn’t do without 

Tricia Wakefield for being the greatest accompanist and friend to our program 

and for spending your birthday with us (December 1st)  

Our parent board, the Drama Llamas, for being awesome and helping our pro-

gram reach success!  

The IHS administration for the continuous support 

Brian Williams for being T-Time’s #1 fan (and a wonderful husband!)   

Christy Sullivan, Cindy Todd & Kim Montrose for assistance and patience  

Justin Alexander for the endless ideas & dedication to our theatre troupe  

Taylor Sokoll for your collaboration&assistance in making our program successful  

Laura Kim for assisting in auditions, rehearsals & being a great sounding board!  

Sarah Kim for helping make our cast look stunning with hair and makeup!  

MaryLee Atenhan & Chris Cooper for working with our crazy schedules  

Anthony Dalton for jumping on board and helping us with set building!  

Performance Studios for your help in making us look good in every show!  

The parents, the parents, the parents …  

The parents who came in on Saturdays and over Thanksgiving to work on the set!  

Spring Hill Formal/Mike Morein for the fancy tux!  

The moms (and even a grandma) who helped make Christmas come alive with 

our red, green and glittery costumes!  

The parents who made delicious dinners and snacks for our long nights!  

The families who brought in concessions, auction items, props, ornaments, wrap-

ping paper … coffee :)  

Our advertisers and patron circle members for supporting our program  

Our friends who donated items to the auction & all of you who bid!  

“I can no other answer make, but thanks and thanks.”  

-Williams Shakespeare  

2012-2013 International Thespian Society Executive Board—Troupe #7038  

Presidents - Deanna Cunningham and Honor Leahy 
Company Manager - Cameron Luna 

Treasurer - Landon Meldrum 
Secretary - Allie Spengler 

Senior Representatives - Megan Brown and Mo Kirkpatrick  
Junior Representatives - Madi Mayfield and Adam Perez 

Sophomore Representatives - Alex Geselle and Megan Roberts  
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Debbie Headden 

Denise & Tim Thompson 

Diane Oliver 

Laura Kim 

 

 

Robin & John Wigant 

Kristine Gregoire-Cope 

Lisa Good 

Brant Chesser 

Charmaine Briggs 

Taylor Sokoll 

 

Debbie & Derek             

Cunningham 

Joy & Dave Lucente 

Thank you to our Patron Circle Members for your generous donations.                                                 

If you would like to join our Patron Circle, please e-mail rebeccat@wcs.edu  

The People’s Choice: $25-49   The Golden Globes: $50-99   The Emmy: $100-149    The Tony: $150 & above 
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Notes From The Director 

WHO doesn’t love Christmas?!?  It’s a time of magic, joy, wishes, hope, peace and so 

much more … and it’s what I look forward to all yearlong.  When the idea was 

brought to me by our parent booster group—the Drama Llamas, I thought, “What?? 

A show just 4 weeks after our fall production?”  But thanks to their encouragement 

we agreed to take it on!  When I announced it to my student executive board, their 

excitement was even more reason to add the production to our crazy schedule.   

Though it’s been a whirlwind of hard work, glitter and foam board, it’s been well 

worth it.  Christmas has started sooner for all of us and with every rehearsal, as we 

added in dashes of red & green, the storybook set and the gorgeous costumes; the be-

loved children’s book has come alive—even as we’ve included some of our own addi-

tions.   

This is my 9th production and it’s once again my honor to work with such an awe-

some group of talented kids.  For some, this is also their 9th show and for others it’s 

their first but definitely not their last!  The process, as quick as it was, has been 

full of laughter and dedication.   

The Grinch is simply fun and so incredibly memorable.  We hope you, our audi-

ence, enjoy this classic as it unfolds on our stage.  And, we hope you fall in love 

with Christmas all over again, remembering what it’s really about. 

 

Merry Grinchmas and Happy WHO Year!  
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